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• We investigated the experimental for-
mation of wrinkled patterns achieved
on periodic structures;

• Different parameters (substrates, coat-
ing metals and shapes) have been
analysed;

• Hybrid analytical-numerical strategy for
predicting the onset, evolution of wrin-
kling in metal film on 3D-shaped sub-
strates.

• The results might be helpfully utilized
for predicting hierarchical organizations
of wrinkle patterns
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Wrinkling has recently attracted an increasing interest by suggesting a number of unforeseeable applications in
many emerging material science and engineering fields. If guided and somehow designed, wrinkles could be in
fact used as an alternative printing way for realizing complex surface geometries and thus employed as an innova-
tive bottom-up process in the fabrication of nano- andmicro-devices. For these reasons, the prediction of wrinkles
offilms adhering onflat aswell as on structured substrata is a challenging task, genesis anddevelopment of the phe-
nomenon being not yet completely understood both when thin membranes are coupled with soft supports and in
cases where the geometry of the surfaces are characterized by complex three-dimensional profiles. Here we inves-
tigate the experimental formation of new intriguing and somehow unforeseeable wrinkled patterns achieved on
periodic structures, by showingprediction through anewhybrid analytical-numerical strategy capable to overcome
some common obstacles encountered in modeling film wrinkling on flat and 3D-shaped substrata. The proposed
approach,which drastically reduces the computational effort, furnishes a helpfulway for predicting both qualitative
and quantitative results in terms of wrinkling patterns, magnitude and wavelength, by also allowing to follow the
onset of film instabilities and the progressive evolution of the phenomenon until its final stage.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Wrinkles atmicro- and nano-scale have found applications in surpris-
ing ways in many emerging fields [1–8]. Spontaneous wrinkled micro-
patterns are generally formed in compressed thin metal films attached
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to a thicker compliant substrate in a variety of situations. Understanding
how they form and develop is very attractive also because their use could
be oriented to create specific profiles avoiding additive manufacturing
processes [9]. Recently, it has been for instance shown that wrinkle pat-
terns can be very useful as photonic structures in photovoltaics [10]
with the aim of improving the efficiency in the near-infrared region, or
to enhance the energy conversion efficiency (ECE) [11]. Moreover, in
the field of opto-electronics [3,5,8], the wrinkles have been exploited to
enhance the luminescence of organic light emitting diodes (OLED) [12],
suggesting potential applications in photodetectors [1], solar cells
[8,13], soft actuators [5], pressure sensors [2], many further perspectives
being foreseen for flexible electronic devices [3,14]. Possible uses have
been also highlighted in biological and biomedical applications [4] and
in low-threshold stretchable random lasers as well [6].

Asmentioned above, surface patterning bywrinkling generally occurs
spontaneously, driven bymechanical or thermal-induced stresses [15]. In
particular, the wrinkling effect was deeply investigated in the case of soft
materials. Polymeric materials [4,16,17] such as Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) [18–20] give rise to a wrinkled patterns by depositing a thin
metal layer on the polymer stratum. Bowden et al. [21] described one
of the first evidence of such phenomena in a typical experimental proce-
dure in which a metal film, deposited on the top of polymeric substrates
by means of electron-beam evaporation techniques, is finally deformed.
In this case, the warmer metal heats and expands the support whereas
it - in a liquid/solid transition state - undergoes thermal expansion,main-
taining a stress-free state and deforming together with the substrate [1].
Thereafter, the sample is cooled and the solidifying film, under compres-
sive stress, buckles by bringing the entire system in the lowest energy
configuration [18]. In another case, the wrinkling phenomena have
been treated as an undesirable effect in layered structure because of
their uncontrollability [22]. It was also explored the possibility to have
wrinkling formation without the use of metal layers. For instance, Yang
et al. utilized a combination of external straining and selective O2 plasma
exposure to control the surface wrinkling [23], by adopting a copper grid
to define the wrinkled area. Other chemical techniques have been suc-
cessfully adopted in the wrinkles formation [24]. As it can be easily
guessed, a different type of polymer, as well as different thermo-
mechanical stresses, can all lead to a vast variety of wrinkling patterns
[15,23,25]. Recently, instability phenomena involving liquid crystals
[26] and graphene adopted for flexible electronics [3] and other techno-
logical applications [27–29] have been also investigated.

Different fabrication techniques have been used for wrinkles forma-
tion [30,31], by analyzing patterns, characteristic wavelength [32–35]
and the instabilities onset [36,37]. Reversible wrinkles generation pro-
cess has also been demonstrated [38] even if the quantitative prediction
and the tracing of the whole pattern evolution on curved surfaces - that
would represent a potential way to facilitate the design of functional
materials and structures by harnessing these surface instabilities [39] -
are still challenging due to strong nonlinearities and geometric com-
plexities involved in any numerical modeling. Such structures are also
at the center of a vivid debate for the evidence that they can be exploited
as efficient optical micro-lenses and photonics tools in different config-
urations and then helpfully adopted for different purposes and applica-
tions [40], the micro-lenses for example permitting to combine two
optical functionalities in just one optical element.

Motivated by this wide interest in the field, here we investigate the
formation of film wrinkling on both polymeric flat surfaces and sub-
strata characterized by three-dimensional periodic profiles induced by
means of pyroelectric-Dielectrophoresis (pyro-DEP) [41–43]. In partic-
ular, we studied and experimentally induced the formation of such
wrinkles on non-flat surfaces, by showing that a number of possible
interesting “horographies” can be drawn by playing on how the three-
dimensional shape of the substrate on which the films adhere influ-
ences and somehow orients the wrinkling pattern. Since a faithful pre-
diction of such phenomena is crucial if one needs to “design” these
wrinkled structures by following an alternative way to micro-printing
strategies [44], we also proposed a novel hybrid analytical-numerical
approach which, by implementing in a Finite Element-based algorithm
a mechanically nonlinear model of the elastic substrate made up of an
ad hoc three-dimensional network of nonlinear springs, allows to dras-
tically reduce computational costs and to capture with sufficiently good
accuracy thewhole wrinkling process, from its formation to its progres-
sion and final stabilization. The agreement between numerical out-
comes and experimental results related to the wrinkling of films on
flat and different non-flat surfaces is in detail shown and critically
discussed.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental process for fabrication of elastic substrates with wrinkles
patterns on complex structures

For the fabrication of the polymer substrate we have here exploited
the well-known properties of periodically poled Lithium Niobate crys-
tals (PPLN) [45,46]. With this respect, PPLN has been recently used as
substrate for elastomers and for driving the formation of well-ordered
and arrayed protruding structures created by the so-called pyro-DEP.
We therefore used such geometrical polymeric structures as basis for
achieving particular and fascinating nano-wrinkles standing on this
complex non-flat surfaces. Two different substrates were in particular
employed for the experimental tests, i.e. a plain glass plate and a
LiNbO3 substrate, the glass being just adopted as control and as prelim-
inary samples in order to understand and calibrate the system.

A micro-engineering process made of two steps - a conventional
photolithography and a standard periodic electric field poling - was car-
ried out onto polished z-cut 500 μm thick LN substrates (Crystal Tech-
nology Inc.) in order to get the above mentioned PPLN. The full
process, described in details in Supporting Informations, affects the
structure of the Lithium Niobate sample, which assumes a square
array of hexagonal reversed domains, as shown in Fig. 1(a). As illus-
trated in previousworks, the use of PPLN as substrate of PDMS layers al-
lows to obtain very interestingwell-ordered patterns, simply by rapidly
heating the sample on a hot plate and suddenly cooling it [47–50]. An
example of the built up three-dimensional structure is shown in Fig. 1
(b, c), where sub-hemispherical (b) [41] or sub-toroidal ring-shaped
(c) structures [47] occur. Moreover, a profilometer analysis has been
conducted to highlight the height profile of the two structures in Fig. 1
(b, c) and the result is reported in Fig. 1(d, e).

Successively, such structures were coated with metal through the
process illustrated and summarized in Fig. 2, the final result being the
formation of 3D complex wrinkled patterns onto the surface (details
can be found in the Supporting Information).

In Fig. 3 are reported images at the microscope of two samples in
which Al has been used as coating, one showing a region of the sample
with micro-bumps (Fig. 3a and b) and the other the micro-doughnuts
(Fig. 3c and d). As it is clearly visible, the wrinkles follow particular pat-
terns by circumventing the regions in correspondence of the hexagons
in case of micro-bumps (see Fig. 3(a, b)) by instead occurring inside
the ring in the case ofmicro-doughnuts (see Fig. 3(c, d)) at the opposing
faces of the PPLN substrate. In both such geometries, typically the wrin-
kles have wavelength of 10–15 μm and a height of about 0.5 μm. It is
worth to highlight that the shape of the underlying hexagonal domains
of then PPLN is still easily visible.

In the second experiment, we adopted Au as coating metal. In this
case the patterns were found as very regular, by also showing a “scal-
ing-down” of their dimensions. How the PDMS structures influenced
the wrinkles formation is quite evident in the case of Fig. 4(a–d),
where the shape of the hexagonal domains is easily visible thanks to
the spatial distribution and the localization of the wrinkles. To highlight
the results, the specimen illustrated in Fig. 4was also illuminatedwith a
HeNe laser (@633 nm) and the interesting diffraction pattern is shown
in the inset of Fig. 4a.



Fig. 1. (a)Periodically poled LN (PPLN) substrate (b) PDMSmicro-bumps array on Z+ side of the PPLN crystal, in the inset the focal plane is shown. (c) PDMS doughnut array on PPLN Z−
side. (d, e) Height profile of the PDMS substrate (red line) and wrinkles profile (blue dotted line); (d) doughnuts, (e) bumps. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Independently from other geometrical and thermo-mechanical pa-
rameters that will be analyzed below through the in silico simulations,
it appears as evident that the difference in wrinkling wavelengths be-
tween Al and Au samples is associated to the different metal thickness.
In fact, it can be argued that highermetal thicknesses leads to largerwrin-
kles wavelengths due the cooperation of geometrical and mechanical
parameters, which in turn can kindle greater thermal stresses. However,
the interplay among the geometric characteristics and the thermo-
mechanical properties of the film-substrate system governs the wrinkles
formation [51]. In fact, by looking at the results found in the literature,
Bowden et al. [21], with 1 cm of PDMS on glass and 50 nm of Au, coher-
ently obtained awavelength of about 20 μm: as a consequence, by chang-
ing materials and geometries and applying (or inducing) different stress
levels, one could obtain wrinkles wavelengths from hundreds μm down
to hundreds nm [52,53], in this manner paving the way for a controlled
design of the wrinkling patterns. Therefore, with the aim of giving a pre-
dictive tool for anticipating the geometry of the wrinkled surface and to
envisage alternative strategies to 3Dprinting, inwhat followswedevelop
and test a hybrid analytical-numerical approach for simulating the re-
sponse of thin films adhering on flat and non-flat surfaces, by showing
the accuracy of the outcomes and the robustness of the proposedmethod
for possible future applications.

2.2. Problem assessment

Several works have been focused on the role played by the stiffness
mismatch of coupled materials on the surface wrinkling patterns. Now-
adays the motivations for studying these non-linear phenomena have
arisen due to the wide innovative applications occurring at different
scales [54,55] and, with the aim to predict and control thewrinkling for-
mations, a large literature exists reporting both analytical and numerical
approaches [56].
To analytically model wrinkling phenomena and gain qualitative and
quantitative insights into amplitudes and wavelengths of films adhering
to deformable supports, some hypotheses are usually introduced by con-
sidering the substrate infinitely depth and the elastic film in plane-strain
conditions. If the deposition is assumed to occur at uniform temperature
TD and the drop temperature ΔT is applied for inducing compressive
stress states, the wrinkling is essentially governed by the mismatch be-
tween the thermal expansion coefficients of substrate and film, Δα =
αs − αf, and the mean value of the equi-biaxial compressive stress in
the film, σ0, can be evaluated by means of the Equation [57]:

σ0 ¼ E f =1−ν f
� �

ΔαΔT ð1Þ

where Ef and νf are the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio of
the film, respectively (the corresponding coefficients for the sub-
strate being Es and νs), and αs and αf are the thermal expansion coef-
ficients of support and film. In this way, the instability is triggered by
a dormant plane strain, characterizing the early stage of the mono-
tonic deformation process, followed by an out-of-plane film bending
that can be well described by the Foppl-von Karman equations [5]. By
linearization of these equations, the problem reduces to seek eigen-
values and eigenvectors that finally permit to estimate both the crit-
ical compressive load at which the film buckles and the wrinkling
wavelength as functions of geometrical and material properties of
the system, through the formulas [58,59]:

σC
0 ¼ 3

2
3
=4 Es=1−νs

2� �2
3 E f =1−ν f

2� �1
3

� �
;

λC
0 ¼ 2π t E f 1−νs

2� �
=3 1−ν f

2� �
Es

� �1
3

ð2Þ

The critical drop temperature ΔTc needed to produce the compres-
sive stress at which the first bifurcation of equilibrium occurs, thus



Fig. 2. PDMSwrinkles generation process. (a) A lithiumniobate substrate ismicro-engineered to obtain (b) reversed hexagonal domains. (c) A filmof PDMS is spin-coated on the substrate
(both sides) and heated generating arrays ofmicro-bumps (d) andmicro-doughnuts (e). (f) A thin layer ofmetal is deposited a PDMS substrate during a heating cycle (g), successively the
system is cooled (h), thus resulting in the generation of a compressive stress state leading to wrinkles formation. Wrinkles generated on the (i) Z+ and (l) Z− side of the crystal.
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inducing wrinkling, can be obtained by equating the in situ stress to the
critical one as [59,60]

σ0 ¼ σC
0 ⇒ ΔTc ¼

3
2
3 1−ν f
� �

Es=1−νs
2

� �2
3 E f =1−ν f

2
� �1

3

� �
4E fΔα

ð3Þ

Although the above recalled formulas can be effectively used to
roughly estimate the onset of instability in simpler cases, they are how-
ever insufficient to predict formation and progressive evolution of
wrinkling when the meddling of non-homogenous boundary condi-
tions, non-flat shape of the substrate, material and geometrical nonlin-
earities lead to combined modes which draw complex out-of-plane
deformation patterns. Actually, both substrate nonlinearity and pre-
stretch could influence the instability onset and the evolution and the
shape of thewrinklingmodes as compression increases beyond the crit-
ical bifurcation load [55,61]. 2D and 3D models have been addressed in
literature, where computational strategies based on numerical algo-
rithm [62] or making use of Finite Element-based codes to perform nu-
merical analyses [60,63–67] have been adopted. However, in silico



Fig. 3.Microscope images of Al wrinkles formation on (a, b) PDMS microbumps and (c, d) doughnuts, with different magnification.
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simulating with sufficient accuracy wrinkling in three-dimensional
film-substrate systems is to date still a difficult task, the analyses
being significantly prevented by the need to generate mesh with an
Fig. 4.Microscope images of Auwrinkles formation on PDMS doughnuts, with different magnifi
to the case of Al as topmetal. The inset of (a) represents the diffraction pattern generated by the
of the wrinkle patterns.
extremely large number of elements to compensate the size discrep-
ancy between the thicknesses of the thin film and of the thick (bulky)
substrate. In this framework, several approaches have been indeed
cation (higher from a to d). The pattern ismore regular and with reduced pitch, compared
sample illuminated byaHe\\Ne laser beam thus showing thequite uniformperiodic nature
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addressed to limit computational costs [65]. More in general, wave pat-
terns also depend on the bas-relief present on the surface substrate and
therefore the numerical routines have to be ad hoc designed to capture
unexpected transitions from random nucleation of swollen loci and dis-
ordered deformation modes to strongly ordered wave patterns [68,69],
as observed during the formation of micro- and nano-wrinkling in thin
metal film adhering to irregular elastic supports [59,64,69–71]. How-
ever, as a matter of fact, only relatively few literature works have been
spent so far to characterize numerically the unstable behavior of thin
film bonded to an irregular non-flat substrates [67,72,73].

2.3. Hybrid analytical-numerical approach for thin films wrinkling on elas-
tic substrates

To overcome the intrinsic computational limitations of the previous
approaches and faithfully simulating the nonlinear post-buckling be-
havior of thin layers adhering on a bulky elastic substrate with possible
surface bas-relief is still a challenging task [66].

A thin shell representing the metal film deposited on a polymeric
substrate, incorporating membrane and bending capabilities, is here
coupledwith a three-dimensional array of nonlinear springs a-priori de-
signed to be both elastically equivalent to the mechanical response of
the bulky substrate and capable to somehow include the actual bound-
ary conditions. In this way, under the hypothesis of perfect bond at the
interface, the stretchable and flexible film kinematics depends on how
the filmmiddle surface elastically interacts with the support, whose be-
havior is to this end reduced to that of a three-dimensional network of
nonlinear elastic springs derived by generalizing the Winkler-
Pasternak foundation model through homogenization techniques
[74–76].

In particular, the overall mechanical behavior of the substrate along
the vertical (orthogonal to the film-substrate interfacial surface) and
the horizontal (parallel to the interface) directions has been first ob-
tained in closed-form in terms of out-of-plane and in-plane equivalent
nonlinear stiffness properties, by implicitly taking into account the im-
posed constraints at the basis of the substrate. As mentioned above,
this strategy allowed to avoid the extremely onerous computational
costs required by other modeling approaches which, by coupling thick
substrates to thin films, forced to solve a number of equations of the
order of about 108, with additional time-consuming calculations needed
to include nonlinearities. The generalized Winkler-Pasternak models
were then specialized to bi-material strata, in the cases at hand the
first being made of a polymeric (PDMS) layer and the other one of a
stiffer (glass or Lithium Niobate, LN) substrate. Two different assump-
tions have beenmade to attribute proper stiffness values to the network
springs families, by considering a transversal order of springs interlaced
with vertically positioned ones obeying the Reuss-based (harmonic or
sub-contrary mean) stiffness estimation representing the twomaterials
met along the z− direction. Inwhat follows, the PDMS layer of thickness
Hs is named substrate and denoted with the subscript s, while the sub-
script b (basis) refers to the stiffer bulky substrate materials, say glass
or LN in our cases, whose thickness is Hb = H − Hs (see Fig. 1(a)). Pre-
liminary calculations lead to so find the stiffness constants as Ks =
EstL0

−1 and Kb = EbtL0
−1, Es and Eb being the Young's moduli of the two

strata and t the in plane depth of the system. Furthermore, by assuming
perfect bound at z = H and piecewise linear functions to describe the
spring network lateral expansion, an energy-based procedure allowed
to determine the overall transverse stiffness as (see Fig. 5(b))

Ktransv ¼ Hst Es 4H Eb−4 HsEb þ 3HsEsð Þ
12 L0ðH Eb þ Hs Eb−Esð Þ ð4Þ

Coherently with several works [55,56,57,72], the nonlinear contri-
bution of the polymeric PDMS layer was modeled by starting from a
generalized neo-Hookean hyperelastic law, with the strain energy
function (SEF) written as ΨNH ¼ μs

2
ðI1−3Þ þ μs

2β
ð J−2β−1Þ , with β

¼ νs

1−2νs
, μs ¼

Es
2ð1þ νsÞ, I1 and J being respectively the first invariant

of the right Cauchy-Green tensor and the Jacobian of the deformation
gradient [77]. By following this way, for the generic j−th spring of the
three-dimensional network one finally obtains the explicit expression
of the nonlinear stiffness along the direction normal to the film-
support interface as follows:

Knorm ¼ KL
norm

�
uz 3L2j þ 3L juz þ u2

z

� �

3 L j þ uz
� �2 ; KL

norm ¼ 1=
HsLð Þ
Es t

þ H−Hsð ÞL
Eb t

Þ
�

ð5Þ

uz being the displacement along the z−direction and Lj the equiva-
lent spring length. The so defined neoHookean behavior is shown in
Fig. 5(c), by considering material incompressibility and a spring length
of about 4.8 μm representing the PDMS mean thickness.

At the end, a parametrical description of possible bas-reliefs has
been considered to take into account the peculiar geometry of film-
PDMS interface when the polymeric stratum is deposited on a non-flat
solid substrate.

2.4. Finite element simulations

Numerical simulations have been conducted with the aid of the
commercial FEM-based code ANSYS® [78], by first performing static
analyses and including large deformations, homogenized hyperelastic
behavior of the substrate and nonlinear post-buckling of the Aluminum
film. Tomodel the actual cases and to interpret the related experimental
results, three types of geometries have been in particular considered: a
simple planar surface and both so-called micro-donut and micro-lens
shaped surfaces.

To model the surface imperfections and slight film thickness vari-
ability resulting from the technology used for deposition of thin alumi-
num layers on PDMS substrates [79], an automatic procedure was ad-
hoc employed for randomly changing the thickness of each FE shell
element, with thickness variation Δti ranging within the interval ð−t �
0:1; t � 0:1Þ, t being the mean reference (nominal) thickness. The ran-
domly generated film imperfections have been used to trigger instabil-
ity phenomena prodromal to film wrinkling in the non-linear post-
buckling simulation [80], by preliminarily checking the independence
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors with respect to the random thickness
variation assigned, to so avoid imperfection-guided deformation pat-
terns [65] and prevent qualitatively false results. In particular, for
obtaining faithful results, robustness of themodeling strategy and com-
putational cost effectiveness of the numerical FE analyses, theminimum
mesh size was roughly estimated through the value of critical wave-
length expected from Eq. (2), by then considering at least four elements
along each sinusoidalwave. In the case of 3D shaped substrata (lens and
donuts), the rule-of-thumb above mentioned appeared to be not suffi-
ciently accurate for predicting the proper number and size of finite ele-
ments and therefore preliminary numerical eigenvalue analyses were
considered to evaluate the final model discretization.

Symmetry was exploited to further reduce computational costs
when not interfering with non-symmetrical wrinkling patterns. As sug-
gested by Cai et al. [65], a thermal load dropt ΔTNL capable to put under
compression the structure was then applied and the related thermal
load amplification factor was evaluated through a preliminary eigen-
value buckling analysis. Finally, by essentially following the way sug-
gested in [63] to avoid convergence problems, artificial damping
forces were added to the equilibrium equations for stabilizing thewrin-
kling process.

In Fig. 6 the details of the geometries and the FEmeshparameterized
are shown. In Fig. 6(a) 1D (spring) and 2D (shell with membrane and



Fig. 5. Sketch of the hybrid analytical-numerical (FE) modeling approach: a) lateral view of themultilayer substrate (polymer and stiffer strata) with the at the basis constraint (left) and
equivalent discrete systemof in-parallel transversal springs incorporating strata stiffness and deformationmodes compatiblewith the boundary conditions (right); generic Finite Element
shell element (thin film) with in-plane (b) and out-of-plane (c) nonlinear springs accounting for the interaction of the thin film with the soft polymeric substrate.
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bending features) finite elements andmesh adopted to replicate the 3D
problem are described, while in Fig. 6(b) a zoom of the springs distribu-
tion to model film-substrate interfacial behavior is reported.

The zooming in Fig. 6(c, d) highlights the thickness imperfections
obtained by lunching the already mentioned random procedure used
for the previous analyses. As above, symmetrical boundary conditions
were hence applied at the edges of the model, with the drop tempera-
ture ΔTNLintroduced to generate the in-plane compressive state condi-
tion, adopting an eigenvalue buckling analysis to estimate critical
stress values. The geometry of the donuts and micro-bumps was virtu-
ally reconstructed in the simulation by cutting a sphere of radius Rin
(see Fig. 6(e, f)), in this way preventing any discontinuity along the sur-
face of revolution that could give rise incorrect strain localization and
wrinkling onset.

3. Results and discussion

To analyzewrinkling occurring in thin aluminum films adhered on a
thick compliant substrate induced by heating/cooling phenomena due
to the film deposition process, nonlinear (post-buckling) numerical Fi-
nite Element-based (FEM) analyses were conducted in a 2D-3D hybrid
way, that is by uploading the results obtained through the homogeniza-
tion of the substrate elastic response derived by modeling it as a bed
made of a three-dimensional network of nonlinear springs in the FE
model of the thin film-substrate system.

The post-buckling behavior of a flatmodelwas studied asfirst, to ap-
preciate the capability of the proposed procedure to capture both the
wrinkling onset and the deformation evolution. As previously said, a
perfectly flat thin film model bonded on a 3D generalized Winkler-
Pasternak nonlinearly elastic bed was thus considered, randomly
generating a distribution of film thickness imperfections with ampli-
tude Δti - initially set equal to 1 μm - to incorporate the actual inhomo-
geneous variation of the film thickness due to the deposition process
that in turn will activate the post-buckling phenomenon. The results
in terms of vertical displacements Uz are shown in Fig. 7, where it is
also possible to follow how the instability-driven deformation profiles
grow and organize as the overall compressive load increases in the
film. Although the response has been verified to result as essentially
indifferent to the family of randomly generatedfilm thickness imperfec-
tions in qualitative and quantitative terms, the results nevertheless sug-
gested that the imperfection overall plays a crucial role in breaking the
symmetry and triggering the out-of-plane bending deformation, also
ensuring to not overestimating the actual critical compressive load at
the onset of instability. The employment of both kinematical (large de-
formations) and constitutive (hyperelastic) nonlinearities into the sim-
ulation lead to reach the final equilibrium condition after 46 sub-steps,
corresponding to about only few seconds of process by using a standard
dual-core processor and a commercial PCmachine. Around the8-th sub-
step, the stress state in the film equates the compressive critical one and
at early stage disordered and uniformly distributed wrinkle nuclei ap-
peared as jeopardized blisters. As the load progressively increased, the
isolated deformation bubbles ceased to be segregated, their boundaries
growing and the minimum elastic energy driving close bent regions to
intersect (see circled in red zones in the insets of Fig. 7), finally forming
ordered albeit not symmetrical wrinkle patterns with clearly recogniz-
able families of almost parallel wrinkles aligned in four main different
directions. At the end, these patterns stabilize their drawing in a
labyrinth-like shape, as well as the related average wavelength sizes,
wrinkles slightly increasing in amplitude with different inward and
outward displacement magnitudes, as somehow expected as a
consequence of the hyperelasticity of the substrate (see Fig. 7, sub-
step#46).The whole wrinkles formation process, i.e. 46 steps, is re-
ported in Movie 1.

Our pattern morphological evolution can be compared with some
literature results, obtained with other computational strategies, for
instance by Huang et al. [62], in which, under biaxial compression,
the film preferred a checkerboard wrinkling pattern at lower over-
strain. Importantly, Fig. 7 shows that, by comparing theoretical out-
comes with experimental findings, an essential agreement can be
traced both in terms of wrinkle distributions (whose pathways are
highlighted in dotted black and yellow lines for the numerical and
experimental situations, respectively) and wavelengths, as explicitly
indicated in the Fig. 7.

By following the analogous line of reasoning adopted for analyzing
wrinkling in flat thin films, the nonlinear response of the micro-donut
shapedmodel was then investigated (see Fig. 8). For this case, a thinner



Fig. 6.Details of the geometries and the FEmesh parameterized: a) 1D (spring) and 2D (shell withmembrane and bending features) finite elements andmesh adopted to replicate the 3D
problem; b) distribution of the springs to model film-substrate interfacial behavior; “donut” (c) and “bump” (d) FE model and related geometrical parameterizations (e, f).

Fig. 7. Synoptic table of the hybrid modeling results for films on flat (glass) substrates: numerical (in silico FE simulations) vs experiments (top-right), where coherent wrinkling
wavelengths and orographic profiles can be appreciated; sequence of the analysis sub-steps in terms of out-of-plane displacements, with random nucleation and progressive ordering
of final wrinkles patterns (left and bottom sides).The entire process is shown in Movie 1.
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filmwas consideredwith a thickness around 0.2 μm, preserving the reg-
ularity of the element shapes by using a finer element size to mesh the
micro-donut surface. As highlighted by the zooming in the Fig. 8, the
film thickness imperfections were again considered by randomly mod-
ulating a slightly oscillating value to take into account the real spatial
film thickness variation intrinsically induced by the deposition process.
Suitable symmetrical boundary conditions, compatible with both con-
straints and periodicity of the micro-donut shaped regions, were ap-
plied at the edges of the selected square unit and a temperature drop
ΔTNLwas applied to the model for ingenerating in-plane compressive
stress state conditions. The post-buckling response is shown in Fig. 8,
where wrinkled micro-patterns formed during progressively increasing
compressive loads can be appreciated. In this simulation the stable equi-
librium condition was reached after 37 sub-steps: in particular, as
highlighted by the sequence of images at different intermediate sub-
steps (equivalent to time steps), the wrinkles start separately and al-
most consecutively to then move radially from the central zone and
the outmost annulus of the donut (see sub-step #13 in Fig. 8). By
obeying the minimum energy principle, these patterns gradually and
simultaneously grow to invade the intermediate regions, successively
connecting together starting from sub-step #20. The simulation
highlighted a hierarchical generation of wrinkles - probably influenced
by the curvature of the surface [82] - with unstable phenomena and rip-
ples (see the zone circled by the red lines in Fig. 8) that at the end pro-
gressively stabilize by drawing the patterns shown in the figure. The
complete sequence is shown in Movie 2.

As in the previously case, the numerical results were compared with
the experimental ones, registering agreement both in terms of wave-
lengths and wrinkling shapes, as highlighted by means of the yellow
and red dotted lines in Fig. 8. It is worth to notice that, as seen in the
zoom in Fig. 8, the wave patterns run along several directions: from
the center to the donut outer radius, the waves mainly run radially,
whereas hoop-directed waves form along the internal and the external
donut circumferences, smaller radial patterns starting and smoothly
Fig. 8. Synoptic table of the hybridmodeling results for films on PPLN/elastomer donut-shaped
of the wrinkled structure (top-right), in which coherent wrinkling wavelengths and details of o
plane displacements (from Movie 2), with localized wrinkles onset and evolution towards the
vanishing from the external donut fence by approaching larger areas
with no wrinkles.

To verify that the imposed symmetrical boundary conditions applied
to this numericalmodel and the choice of the periodic unit did not affect
the results in terms of wrinkling shapes and characteristic wavelengths,
a further FE model was developed by selecting a different modulus of
the donut-shaped periodic structure, then applying to it symmetrical
boundary conditions at the edges, as well as the same loads of the com-
plementary case already studied. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
Therein, it is possible to observe that, in both the modeling cases of
Figs. 8 and 9, the wrinkling patterns are found to be essentially the
same and the outcomeswell replicate the actual experimental deforma-
tion profiles, as highlighted in the second case through the yellow and
the blue dashed lines.

Finally, a nonlinear post-buckling analysis was performed for the
micro-lens model in which the geometrical setting, shown in Fig. 10,
was developed according to the experimental measures. On the basis
of the geometry of the surfaces, to avoid significant errors in predicting
wrinkling formation, particular attention was devoted in this case for
determining the maximum element size in according to the expected
wavelength value, here a priori evaluated bymeans of the rough analyt-
ical equation available in the literature, by considering an aluminum
thin film with a thickness of about 0.2 μmdeposited on a PDMS
substrate.

Under the drop temperature considered, the equilibrium condition
was reached after 65 sub-steps (see Movie 3). The results showed two
main families of waves: one made of a radial pattern starting from the
outer side of the lens and another characterized by somehow concentric
waves invading the central region of the lens, with decreasing ampli-
tude from the outer to the inner part of the lens, but essentially preserv-
ing the same constant wavelength. The time-histories of these patterns
can be appreciated by following the sequence of images reported in
Fig. 10. Therein, a first instability phenomenon starts on the circular
edge of the lens (see substep #4), then new wave patterns extend
substrates: numerical (in silico FE simulations) vs experiments (top-left), with a particular
rographic patterns can be visualized; sequence of the analysis substeps in terms of out-of-
final topologies (bottom).
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radially (see substep #8 to #15), successively doubling/splitting when
their length increases (see Fig. 10, sub-steps from #25 to #55)
[81–82]. Additional remarks can be made by observing how the hoop
waves, during the progressive compressive load increase, tend to
separate, this being probably at the basis of the wave fragmentation in-
side the lens resulting from the experimental evidences. By comparing
the theoretical outcomes with the experimental ones, a substantial
agreement can be still established between them in terms of wrinkling
patterns and quantitatively, by measuring the corresponding wave-
lengths. Apart from the formation and the evolution of the wrinkles, it
isworth to highlight that thenumericalmodelingwell captures a crucial
feature of the actual system response, that is the polygonal shape that
tends to assume the wrinkles drawing around the lens border, a fact
that supports the effectiveness of the proposed strategy in catching ac-
tual behaviors that the symmetry of the problem otherwise would ob-
scure and the sole eigenvalue analyses could not recognize.

4. Conclusions

In thisworkwe have shownmetalwrinkling formation on PDMSflat
as well as complex structures built up on PPLN substrates. These
Fig. 9. Results from hybrid modeling of films on donut-shaped substrates by considering a diff
evolution essentially replicate those already illustrated in Fig. 6, highlighting the effectivenes
selected to analyze the problem for periodically arranged structures.
patterns and their evolution in time seem to be well predicted by the
proposed hybrid analytical-numerical approach. The results reported
here demonstrate that onset of instability, wrinkling formation and evo-
lution in thin metal films on flat surfaces, as well as in presence of sur-
faces with periodic three-dimensional profiles, can be all predicted
with sufficiently good accuracy and relatively modest computational
costs by introducing a hybrid strategy in which the film-substrate inter-
action is obtained byuploading in a Finite Elementmodel an adhoc con-
ceived three-dimensional network of nonlinear springs of which the
analytical response is derived by means of a homogenization procedure
incorporating the boundary conditions. The theoretically obtained out-
comes from numerical simulations for three different and relevant
cases of interest, compared with the corresponding experimental re-
sults, have shown the actual capability of the procedure to catch both
qualitative and quantitative features of the response of the systems.
Noteworthy, the intermediate stages of the progressive evolution of
complexwrinkling patternswere also achieved, these phenomena gen-
erally remaining unpredictable by the sole weapons of the classical ei-
genvalues analysis. We believe that the proposed strategy might be
helpfully utilized for predicting hierarchical organizations of wrinkle
drawings, analyzing post-buckling phenomena in thin films governed
erent unit of the same structure as in Fig. 6: the results in terms of pattern formation and
s and the robustness of the proposed strategy which does not depend on the “window”



Fig. 10. Synoptic table of the hybridmodeling results for films on bump-shaped substrates: experiments (bottom-left) vs FE simulations (bottom-right), with the sequence of the analysis
substeps showing of out-of-plane displacements, from the formation to final orography (top and right), reported in Movies 3.
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by multi-physics events and envisaging optimization protocols to de-
sign special wrinkling-folding structures at different scale levels, by so
paving the way for valid alternatives to 3D printing and other related
emerging procedures to construct micro- or nano-curved surfaces for
several engineering applications.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.matdes.2019.108314.
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